Web of Science

Available Indexes:

Science citation index expanded
Provides access to current and retrospective bibliographic information, author abstracts, and cited references found in approximately 5,900 of the world’s leading scholarly science and technical journals covering more than 150 disciplines.

Social Sciences Citation index
Provides access to current and retrospective bibliographic information, author abstracts, and cited references found in over 1,700 of the world’s leading scholarly social sciences journals covering more than 50 disciplines. It also covers individually selected, relevant items from approximately 3,300 of the world’s leading science and technology journals.

Arts & Humanities Citation Index
Provide access to current and retrospective bibliographic information and cited references found in nearly 1,130 of the world’s leading arts & humanities journals. It also covers individually selected, relevant items from approximately 7,000 of the world’s leading science and social sciences journals.

Search Options:

General search
Search by topic, author, group author, journal title, and address. You can search more than one field at the same time. If you enter terms in multiple boxes, Web of Science automatically applies AND to combine the fields.

Cited reference search
Search for journal articles that have cited articles, books, and other works.

Advanced search
Create sophisticated search queries using field tags, Boolean operators, and set combinations.

Author Finder
Need help finding papers by an author? Use Author Finder.

Additional Tools:

Search history
View and save searches. Combine sets to create new searches.

Related records
Related records are records that share at least one cited reference. A related records search is a fast and efficient method of locating relevant research that cannot be found by traditional subject or author searching.

Search Rules:

Searches are not case sensitive.

Use quotation marks to search for a phrase.
For example, "tropical rain forests" returns records containing "tropical rain forests" , but not "rain forests in tropical locations".

Use wildcard symbols to retrieve plurals and variant spellings.
Separate 2 or more terms by Boolean (logical) operators: AND, OR, NOT, SAME.